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BALLPARK FIGURE
Means: An educated guess; a rough
but considered estimate
Many think that the origin comes
from baseball, but it actually began
with the US Military and NASA. A
“ballpark figure” simply refers to
the fact that, during a landing
test/missile test/splashdown, a sin-
gle point was far too inaccurate to
use as a target. So, a “ballpark fig-
ure” would be given instead.

GRAVY TRAIN
It means: A situation where
lots of money can be made
for little-to-no effort
This term has nothing to do
with a delicious dinner.
Railroad workers in the
1920s adopted the term
to refer to an easy but
high-paying run – hence
riding the “gravy train”.

FOOL’S GOLD
Means: Something mistaken-
ly believed to have potential
“Fool’s Gold” is the name
given to iron pyrites, which
look a bit like gold but are
worth little-to-nothing – as

explorer Martin Frobisher discov-
ered in the late 1500s when he
returned to England from the
North-West passage with the stuff.

CASH COW
Means: Something that continuous-
ly and consistently earns and will
earn good money
This simply reflects the hard-work-
ing nature of the dairy
cow. A “cash cow” will
do the same but

with a finan-
cial return.

MY TWO

CENTS
Means: An opinion, or piece of
advice, that is often unwelcome
The origin are assumed to be the
same as the British counterpart,
giving your “tuppence worth”/two
pennies’ worth”. Alternately, could
come from starting bet in poker.   

NEST EGG
Means: An amount saved for the
future; often life savings

A ‘nest egg’ is a fake ceramic
egg added into a hen’s nest
to encourage her to lay. It is
said to have grown out of the
assurance that a ‘nest egg’
would yield extra eggs.

WHEELER DEALER
Means: An individual 
or the act making a
situation profitable –

come what may
The origins comes from

the motor trade, where adver-
tisements for ‘wheel deals’ –
great value cars – were common-
place in the 1930s. This became a
verb and evolved to usage
beyond just the motor trade.
Anyone who was shrewd enough
to make a good sale became a
“wheeler dealer”.

W
hile we are
staying home to
beat the virus, we
might be
overlooking the

downside of staying
indoors. Lack of
ventilation and indoor
pollution can not
only increase your
chances of getting
sick but also cause
long-term health
issues. Any given
house has multiple
sources of pollution –
from heating, cooking, cleaning,
smoking, perfumes to furnishings.
Even the simple act of moving
about stirs up particles! Odours
from household cleaners; fumes
from dry cleaned garments;
gas stoves; saliva and dander
from pets... the list of
environmental toxins is
endless. It is therefore
important to have a check of the
air quality inside our
homes. 

HOW TO
FIX IT
 Indoor
house plants
not only
serve as
great
home
decor, but

they also have the ability to
remove indoor pollutants such as
benzene and formaldehyde. One
can also have a kitchen garden or
a small garden space by the win-

dows that eliminate the
harmful elements present

in the air.
Rather than buying
plastic products, opt
for recycled products
that are now 100%
organic. 
Encourage everyone

to consume limited
sources of energy. Turn off

electronic devices when not in use,
switch off lights, air-conditioner
and fans when not in the room. 
Maintain indoor humidity

below 50% to prevent
mould growth.
Use alternative cleaning
products such as natural,

non-toxic cleaning agents
that are eco-friendly. 
You can also remove

carpeting and keep shoes
at the door. Avoid

smoking indoors,
minimise air
freshener use.

Test your home
for radon.
Don’t light
scented

candles. Fix
water leaks.

— Supriya Sharma

Supriya.Sharma2
@timesgroup.com

F
rom read-
ing about
p r e p p e r s
preparing for the
end of the world, we

came to playing preppers our-
selves. It would be so much bet-
ter to cultivate a habit of pre-
paredness into a lifestyle.

Who are the preppers?
Simply put, preppers are peo-

ple with
foresight and

preparedness
for worst-case sce-

narios, like solar
flares, economic col-

lapse, pandemics, nuclear
war, terrorism, food shortages
and more. They are heavily self-
reliant. They were either raised
to take care of things themselves,

or they seek out various

skills that make them well round-
ed. Most people had to prepare to
various extents in the past. Be-
cause of the high possibility of
natural disasters and economic
instability, preparation is a good
idea now.

Collective action
Often considered paranoid, prep-
pers have spent years being

ridiculed by capitalist societies.
But the present pandemic has
changed that. While we were
scrambling for food and medical
supplies, these folks were sitting
pretty in their shelters. Also, the
crisis has been a stark reminder
of the importance of collective
action, something the preppers
are deeply rooted in. We can’t aid
our elderly, immunocompromised
or poorer neighbours in a pan-
demic if we haven’t done the bare
minimum of preparations our-
selves. Centred in community val-
ues, survivalists teach each oth-
er off-grid living through simple
things – like how to choose the
best solar panels, as well as the
importance of growing organic
produce, collecting rainwater,
harvesting coffee, and storing it
all in a root cellar.

JK ROWLING,
AUTHOR
Everyone knows that JK
Rowling conceived the
idea of Harry Potter in
1990, and the first book
came out in 1997. The seven-
year period that followed saw the
death of her mother, birth of her
first child, divorce from her
first husband and rel-
ative poverty. In
1993, she took to
writing as
catharsis. She
said, “What
was the worst
that could
happen? It
could
get
turned
down.
Big

deal.”
What you learn: Channelise

yourself. It’s important to find a ray of hope.

DWAYNE JOHNSON,
ACTOR/PRODUCER
Dwayne Johnson aka The Rock may
be a tough guy but has gone
through bouts of depression. In
Oprah’s Masterclass, he said, “I
found that, with depression, one
of the most important things you

could realise is that you’re not
alone. You’re not the first to go
through it. You’re not going to be

the last.”
What you learn: Contextualise
your situation and always
know that you are not alone.

PRINCE HARRY,
FORMER
BRITISH ROYAL

In April 2018, the Prince
told ‘The Telegraph’ that
he “shut down all his

emotions” for almost two
decades after the death of

his mother, Princess Diana. It
wasn’t until he was 28 years old

that he began to see a professional

to address his grief. He has encouraged others
to open up about their own struggles.
What you learn: He said, “Once you start talk-
ing about it, you suddenly realise that actually,
you’re part of quite a big club.” Seek support.

MILEY CYRUS, SINGER
In an interview with ‘Elle’, Miley said
“[Depression is] more of an issue than
people really want to talk about. Be-
cause people don’t know how to talk
about being depressed – that it’s total-
ly okay to feel sad… There’s
not much that I’m closed off
about, and the universe
gave me all that so I could
help people feel like they
don’t have to be some-
thing they’re not or feel
like they have to be
fake happy. There’s
nothing worse than
being fake happy.”
What you learn: Don’t
force yourself to be
happy. Sadness is an
emotion – experi-
ence it.

LENA DUN-
HAM, AC-

TOR/WRITER
On one of her Instagram posts, Dunham, who
experiences anxiety and depression, wrote:
“To those struggling with anxiety, OCD, depres-
sion: I know it’s mad annoying when people tell
you to exercise, and it took me about 16 med-

icated years to listen. I’m glad I did. It ain’t
about the a**, it’s about the brain.”

What you learn: En-
dorphins are
real. Exercise
can make you
happy.

SHAWN MENDES, SINGER
In an interview to ‘People’, he said, “Talking
about the problem, putting it out there, was
one of the scariest but most important
things I’ve ever done.” Speaking to ‘The
Sun’, he said: “I still struggle with it but just
remember every day that everyone deals
with some level of anxiety or pressure;
we’re in it together.”
What you learn: Even though it seems huge,
it’s important to talk about your issues.

LADY GAGA, SINGER/ACTOR
In 2016, Lady Gaga revealed she suffers from
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). In an
open letter for the Born This Way Foundation

she wrote: “There is a lot of shame
attached to mental illness, but it’s
important that you know that
there is hope and a chance for
recovery.” She is open about
her struggles and says that
fighting for mental health has
good and bad days.

What you learn: Good
mental health is con-
stant work.

ZAYN MALIK,
SINGER
In his autobiography,
‘Zayn’, Malik details

how the pressures of
performing and touring

with One Direction led
him to restrict his food in-
take to an unhealthy ex-
treme. He talks openly
about his mental health.

He told ‘The Sunday Times’, “People
are often afraid to admit difficul-
ties, but I don’t believe that there
should be a struggle with anything
that’s the truth.”
What you learn: Everyone is going through
a struggle, empathise.

LILLY SINGH,
YOUTUBER
With over 12 million sub-
scribers, Lilly Singh
(a.k.a. Superwoman) is
one of the most popular
YouTubers in the world.
In 2013, Lilly talked
about her battle with
severe depression. “I
eventually learned to
talk about my feelings,
create healthy rela-
tionships and most
importantly, to
love myself. It be-
came my goal to
take all the pains
of depression
and transform
those pains into
lessons and
tools I could
use to bet-
ter my life,”
she said.
What you learn: It’s
OK to feel sad from
time to time, but if
you’re feeling upset all
of the time, it’s important
to get help.
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In 
a crisis,
would you
rather be a
hoarder, an
opportunist or
survivalist?

Feeling the pinch? Or
riding the gravy train...

THE ORIGINS OF POPULAR FINANCIAL PHRASES

60%  of indoor
air quality problems

are related to
ventilation and 30%

result from air
contamination

GO
OD

 T
O 
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OW

TOXIC
HOME?

How
is your

1Live life debt-free and with minimum
commodities: Preppers share a lot of values
in common with sustainability crusaders.

They bring to fore an urge to return to simpler
lives that are less consumption-driven. 

2Grow your own food: There are people that
garden for fun and those who garden for
food. Closer you come to gardening for

food, more likely you are a prepper.

3Maintain low household energy demands:
Live close to your place of work so that
you have lower vehicle fuel demands. In

winter, dress warm, shut off any unused areas of
the house and use solar power to heat water.

4Stock up in advance: Always have a stocked
pantry and a box of bottled water as well as
candles or battery-operated lamps. The

most basic level of prepping includes the items you
would take camping or for any outdoors trip. Can
come handy in the event of an earthquake. 

5Make a bug out bag: A BOB is a portable kit
that normally contains the items one
would require to survive for 72 hours when

evacuating from a disaster, like cutting tools,
sleeping bag, bandages, a portable water filter,
SOS medicines, food etc. During disasters, you
need your mind and body to stay sharp.

6Learn first-aid skills: You have to fill your
mind with essential skills like learning how
to administer first aid to a wound or injury.

7Train your mind: Disasters take a heavy toll
on one’s mental health. Learn techniques
on how to calm down, so you can have a

sharp mind to make crucial decisions.

MAKINGS OF A
SURVIVALIST
Life skills you can pick from them...

Survivalism 
is a movement 

of individuals or 
groups who actively prepare 
for emergencies, including 

possible disruptions 
in social or 

political 
order

MONEY MATTERS

AND WHAT LESSONS YOU CAN LEARN

Pallavi.Shankar@timesgroup.com

N
avigating the world
of video calls and
group chats is not
always convenient –
even if you are clad

in comfortable home clothes.
After all, in the physical world,
no one expects every statement
to be acknowledged instantly. In
the online universe, there is a
rush to perform…to be seen. 

Too fast and furious
Everything in digital life is
instant – from texting to online
classroom questions. People are
scared of fading out of view if
they are not prompt enough.
This universe is where ‘major
human connection’ is taking
place. “Six months of
functioning in the new online
system has affected the
ecosystem of body and mind,”
says psychiatrist Dr Jitendra
Nagpal. People are seeking
validation for work or otherwise
through online channels.

Catching attention
Children are especially strug-
gling as they try to get the
teacher’s attention on their mi-
crophones. In the absence of
real-life contact, the less talka-
tive kids – still in the evolving
stage of learning to communi-
cate effectively, are struggling to
be ‘seen’ in a sea of voices. “In-
troverts are feeling less noticed
and less relevant and in the
process of going the extra ‘online
mile’ to make their presence felt,
which leaves them emotionally
drained. After all, who wants to
become invisible from the sight
and mind of their teachers and
classmates?” asks Nagpal. The
socialising scene is also largely
online. Not everyone is confident
with the camera on. The online

video is the connector but also
the intruder prying and making
people conscious about how
they look and sound digitally.

Manage this fatigue 
Fewer video calls: Limit video
calls to those that are
necessary. Psychiatrist Dr
Sanjay Chugh recommends,
“Turn on the camera only in
classes/meetings where
your visual presence is
required in a serious
enough way. Else, interact
without the pressure of
‘video on’ mode.”
No FOMO please: Making
an effort to stay away
from the FOMO zone is also
important. You won’t be
forgotten if you miss one activity
discussion on a weekend.
“Switch off and sleep if you want
to rather than being present in a
space where you are around just
because the rest of your
schoolmates are also doing that
trendy activity,” advises Nagpal.
Get some space: You need to

create buffers between your
work (or school image!) and
private personas. When the cool
headboy is being curtly asked by
his mom to lower the laptop
volume, it may create tension
and low self-esteem in the
student who
has the

image of a toughie. To avoid this
identity crisis drama, have a
quiet corner for your classes. 
Sleep: “Target 8 hours of sleep.
When eyes are strained, sleep
quantity and quality becomes all
the more essential,” says
Nagpal. Listen to nature sounds
30 minutes before your bed time. 
Don’t be harsh on yourself:
“Refrain from being too critical
of yourself if you feel you are not
articulate enough or not smart
enough in your digital
interactions,” adds Chugh. Do
your best – eat healthy, go out
for regular walks and play an

outdoor sport weekly to
combat digital stress. 

Are you suffering from
ONLINE FATIGUE?

Online video is the
connector but also
the intruder  making
people conscious
about how they look
and sound digitally

Introverts are feeling
less noticed and the
process of making
their presence 
felt  leaves them
emotionally drained

RETHINK

FAMOUS PEOPLE,   
THEIR STRUGGLE

The Rock says that
“You have to realise,
you’re not alone”

Prince Harry says
that it’s important
to seek support

Zayn Malik 
says keep
introspecting

“Everyone deals with
some level of anxiety,”
says Shawn Mendes

Lady Gaga says,
“Mental health has
good days, bad days”

JK Rowling
wrote her way
out of bad days

Miley Cyrus says,
”There’s nothing worse
than being fake happy”

“Don’t stop
exercising,” says
Lena Dunham

Lilly Singh is a
believer in ‘love
yourself’

FEEL THE PINCH
Means: To be under
financial hardship

Originating from ‘a pin-
cer’ means to be “in a pinch”
or to feel the squeeze. In 14th
Century, pinch started getting
associated with money like
‘to pinch’ or pinching pennies.

Pics: Istock



Queries relating to
language skills

Do you find grammar confus-
ing? Do you get stuck with
words when writing a letter,
an essay or a blog? Do you
have a fear of public speak-
ing? Or do you simply want to
improve your communication

skills? Times NIE
is here to help you

to master the
intricacies of the

English language.
Just shoot us your
queries on 

toinie175 @gmail.com
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Prepare
Preparation is the key. Make sure you
do a complete research of the topic,
curate your content, and know your
material well in advance, Price sug-
gests. “Just remember the six Ps:
Proper Preparation and Practice
Prevent Poor Performance,” she says.
“Procrastination only leads to
increased anxiety.”

Know your venue
“Don’t wait until you arrive on stage to
realise that there’s a structure blocking
your view of the audience, or that there
are problems with the audio-visual
equipment provided,” says public
speaking coach Ian Cunliffe.
Research the venue, become famil-
iar with the schedule of events sur-
rounding your presentation, and test
the equipment beforehand.

Rehearse aloud
There’s no better way to calm
your nerves and ensure a win-
ning presentation than to
rehearse aloud, with an audi-
ence if possible. “Ideally,
record the rehearsal and
review your performance,”
Price says.

Visualise your success
Sports psychologists have proven
that an athlete’s ability to vividly
visualise his or her success cre-

ates a higher win rate, she says.
“Before your next presentation,
mentally walk yourself through
the presentation. Picture your-
self speaking with confidence
and poise; see your audience
responding positively.”

Positive self-talk
“Replace negative thinking
with affirmations, which
comes from the Latin affir-
mare, ‘to make steady or

strengthen,’” Price says. “Say to
yourself, ‘I am a dynamic speaker.’ ‘I
am enthusiastic and engaging.’ ‘I
am prepared and confident.’” As
Henry Ford once said, “Whether you
think you can or think you can’t —
you are right.”

Take a deep breath
Find a private area beforehand
where you can do some light
stretching or a few knee-
bends. Another option is to
take a brisk walk down the
hall and back. “This rids
the body of excess energy,”
she explains. “In addition,
take several deep breaths.
Inhale through the nose on
a slow count of three; and
exhale through the mouth
on a slow count of three.
Deep breathing floods the
brain with oxygen.”

Memorise your
opening
The beginning of the
presentation often carries a rush of
adrenaline. Learn your first few sen-
tences so well you don’t have to
think about it. “This empowers
you to start strong and make a
confident first impression
despite nervousness,” says Price.

The three 
audience truths

ONE: They
b e l i e v e
you’re the
expert, so
don’t tell

them otherwise. TWO: They
want you to succeed, so they’re on

your side. THREE: They won’t know
when you make a mistake, so don’t
announce it.

Smile
Sincere smiling emits chemi-
cals in the brain that calms
the nerves and promotes a
sense of well being, she
says. “Plus, it shows your

audience that you’re happy to
see them and is enthusiastic

about the message.”
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DARLENE PRICE, President and Co-Founder of Well Said!, Inc

As a speaker facing an audience, we often fear failure, criti-
cism, judgment, embarrassment, comparison, or rejection.

Physically, nervousness and anxiety may cause an increased
heart rate, a queasy stomach, sweating, shaking, shortness of

breath, weak knees, dry mouth, a quivering voice, blushing,
muscle tension, headache, stuttering, lightheadedness, or,
even fainting. Despite the scary list of symptoms, the good

news is this: There are no negative consequences from feeling
nervous; the trick is to avoid showing it.

DARLENE PRICE 

Know your audience
“Do a little research beforehand in order to find out
what your audience expects from your presentation,”
says Cunliffe. “Arrive early and talk to a few audience
members about their needs. This way, you’ll have insid-
er information and friendly faces that you can focus on
when you take the stage.” Price says. “Conversation
helps relax your nerves, creates a bond with your audi-
ence, and sets the stage for ‘personable’ speaking versus
‘public’ speaking.”

Public speaking is not about getting rid
of the nerves. It’s about managing them

Hi friends. We are
We get a lot of mails from our readers asking
us how to overcome the fear of public
speaking. Don’t worry! We got you covered.
Darlene Price gives 11 tips for calming your
nerves before a big presentation:

“Do not believe what your teacher tells you
merely out of respect for the teacher” 

Gautama Buddha

Third time’s a charm
MEANING: The third time you do some-
thing it will finally work.

EXAMPLE: Mahek: I’ve called Priya twice,
but she doesn’t answer her phone. Rani:
Try again. The third time’s the charm.

The crack of dawn
MEANING: Time when sun rises.  

EXAMPLE: I used to have to get up at the
crack of dawn, but nowadays I don’t have to.

The early bird catches the worm
MEANING: If you do something in a time-
ly manner you will succeed.

EXAMPLE: I’ll go to work early today. After
all, the early bird catches the worm.

To buy time
MEANING: To postpone an event hoping
that the situation will improve.

EXAMPLE: The policeman tried to reason
with him in order to buy time until back-
up arrived.

On someone’s watch
MEANING: During the time that someone
is in charge, while someone is on duty.

EXAMPLE: I guess I have to bear the
blame since it happened on my watch.

From the cradle to the grave
MEANING: The whole of your life.

EXAMPLE: She lived in the same village
from the cradle to the grave.

Be stuck in a time warp
MEANING: To remain unchanged from a
time in the past.

EXAMPLE: This town is so entrenched in
its backward ideals, like it’s stuck in a
time warp!

When the time is ripe
MEANING: When the time is appropriate.

EXAMPLE: The time was ripe to talk
about peace. 

Time off
MEANING: To have a period of
time free from employment. 

EXAMPLE: I decided to take
some time off to visit my family.

Consumer Spending

We all buy goods and serv-
ices for our personal and
household use. That
makes us all consumers.
So then, consumer spend-
ing refers to the purchase
of goods and services by
consumers like us

Economic 
interdependence
A relationship between two
or more people, regions,
nations or other entities in
which each is dependent on
the other for necessary
goods or services.

Tariff
A fee charged for goods
brought into a country
from another one.

Embargo
A law that cuts off most
or all trade with a specific
country.

Balance of payments
The difference between
the amount of money a
country pays to foreign

countries and the amount
it receives from them.

Subsidies
A government payment
that helps cover the cost of
an economic activity that
can benefit the public.

Market turbulence
The sudden rise and fall
of stock market. It can
occur from geopolitical
turmoil, poor earnings
reports across many com-
panies in a single market
segment or even irra-
tional investor fears.

Balance of trade
The difference between
the value of a county’s
imports and exports.

Trade deficit
The amount by which the
cost of a country’s imports
exceeds the value of its
exports.

Free trade
Free trade is the unre-
stricted importing and
exporting of goods and
services between coun-
tries. The opposite of free
trade is protectionism.

 Xertz-
Who would
have thought
it? This is not
the name of
the villain in
a bad science
fiction movie, but
the act of
gulping
something down in haste. It’s pro-
nounced as ‘zerts’. 

The word cereal comes from the
Roman Goddess Ceres, and her asso-
ciation with edible grains.

Do you know that a group of
flamingos is called flamboyance. 

The burnt or used part of a can-
dlewick is called the snaste.

Xenoglossy is the apparent ability
to speak a language that you’ve
never actually learned.

Anything described as transpontine
is located on the opposite side of a
bridge.

To quomodocunquize means 
“to make money by whatever means
possible.”

Incorrectly used phrases
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IDIOMS RELATED TO TIME

DID YOU
KNOW

Photo: Getty images

Source:
Business Insider

Common terms used
in international trade

1. EACH ONE WORSE THAN THE
NEXT VS. EACH ONE WORSE
THAN THE LAST
Unless you can foresee the future,
“each one worse than the next” does-
n’t make sense. For example, you
can’t compare two bicycles until
you’ve tested them both. So logically,
you would compare the current bi-
cycle to the last bike you tested.
Example: Sam made three cakes to-
day, each one worse than the last.

2. ONE IN THE SAME VS. ONE
AND THE SAME
When you really sit and think
about it, “one in the same”
doesn’t mean anything
at all. The correct
phrase “one and the
same” means that
two things are
the same.

3. GIVING
AN EXAM
You never
give an exam,
you take an
exam.
Incorrect: I am giving
my History exam today.
Correct: I am taking my History
exam today.

4. DEEP-SEEDED OR SEATED?
CORRECT Deep-seated
This phrase means something is
firmly fixed in place, not that it is
planted deeply, as the latter implies.

5. PERQUISITE VERSUS 
PREREQUISITE
A perquisite is a payment or profit
given in addition to regular wages
or salary. A prerequisite is something
that is required as a prior condition.
EXAMPLE: He satisfied all the pre-
requisites for employment as the
CEO, and after he
landed the job, he en-

joyed myriad perquisites, includ-
ing use of a corporate jet.

6. ALL AND ALL

We believe that what you meant to
say was “all in all,” which is an id-
iom meaning “everything being
taken into account.” EXAMPLE: We
both thought that all in all it might
not be a bad idea. Example: All in
all, it seems like the set-up for an
intelligent thriller.

7. I COULD CARE LESS

This is the incorrect
way to say you don’t
care. If you say I
could care less, it

means you care a lit-
tle.

CORRECT: I couldn’t
care less.

8. I’D LIKE
TO WELCOME
YOU ALL
TONIGHT

Use either ‘you’
or ‘all of you’. You

is a singular and a
plural pronoun

CORRECT:I’d like to welcome
you/all of you tonight.
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